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1 Introduction
With LHC delivering collisions at the highest energy achieved so far, 13 TeV, experiments
are analysing data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 42 pb 1 [1] and 85 pb 1 [2],
as well as those already collected at an energy of 8 TeV and an integrated luminosity of
20:3 fb 1 [3] and 19:7 fb 1 [4]. In order to keep up with the increasing experimental accuracy
as more data is collected, more precise theoretical predictions and higher loop calculations
are required [5].
In the last ten years our understanding of the reduction of one-loop amplitudes to
a set of Master Integrals (MI) based on unitarity methods [6, 7] and at the integrand
level via the OPP method [8, 9], has drastically changed the way one-loop calculations
are preformed leading to many fully automated numerical tools (some reviews on the topic
are [10, 11]). In the recent years, a lot of progress has been made also towards the extension
of these reduction methods for two-loop amplitudes at the integral [12{14] as well as the
integrand [15{18] level. Contrary to the one-loop case, where MI have been known for a
long time already [19], a complete library of MI at two-loops is still missing. At the moment
this is the main obstacle to obtain a fully automated NNLO calculation framework similar
to the one-loop one, that will satisfy the anticipated precision requirements at the LHC [5].
Following the work of [20{22], there has been a building consensus that the so-called
Goncharov Polylogarithms (GPs) form a functional basis for many MI. A very successful
method for calculating MI and expressing them in terms of GPs is the dierential equations
(DE) approach [23{28], which has been used in the past two decades to calculate various
MI at two-loops [27, 29{41]. In [42] a variant of the traditional DE approach to MI was
presented, which was coined the Simplied Dierential Equations (SDE) approach. In this
paper we present a further application of this method, concerning the calculation of planar
massless MI relevant to ve-point amplitudes with one o-shell leg, as well as the complete
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set of planar MI for ve-point on-shell amplitudes. This is an important step towards the
calculation of the full set of MI with up to eight internal propagators needed to realise a
fully automated reduction scheme, a la OPP, for NNLO QCD.
Pentabox integrals are needed in particular in order to compute NNLO QCD correc-
tions to several processes of interest at LHC [5]. The pp! H+2jets can be used to measure
the HWW coupling to a 5% accuracy with 300 fb 1 data. The pp! 3jets to study the ratio
of 3 jet to 2 jet cross sections and measure the running of the strong coupling constant.
The pp! V +2jets for PDF determination and background studies for multi-jet nal states.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we set the parameterization and notation
of the variables describing the two-loop MI of interest. In section 3 we discuss the DE
obtained, and the results for the pentabox MI. We conclude in section 4 and provide an
overview of the topic and some perspective for future developments. In the appendix A
we present details on the derivation of the planar pentabox MI with on-shell legs and in
the appendix B we give a few characteristic examples on how the boundary conditions
are properly reproduced in our approach by the DE. Finally in the ancillary les [43],
we provide our analytic results for all two-loop MI in terms of Goncharov polylogarithms
together with explicit numerical results.
2 The pentabox integrals
The MI in this paper will be calculated with the SDE approach [42]. Assume that one is
interested in calculating an l loop Feynman integral with external momenta fpjg, consid-
ered incoming, and internal propagators that are massless. Any l loop Feynman integral
can be then written as
Ga1an(fpjg; ) =
Z  lY
r=1
ddkr
id=2
!
1
Da11   Dann
; Di = (cijkj + dijpj)
2 ; d = 4  2 (2.1)
with matrices fcijg and fdijg determined by the topology and the momentum ow of the
graph, and the denominators are dened in such a way that all scalar product invariants
can be written as a linear combination of them. The exponents ai are integers and may be
negative in order to accommodate irreducible numerators.
Any integral Ga1an may be written as a linear combination of a nite subset of such
integrals, called Master Integrals, with coecients depending on the independent scalar
products, sij = pi pj , and space-time dimension d, by the use of integration by parts (IBP)
identities [44{46]. In the traditional DE method, the Master Integrals are dierentiated
with respect to pi  @@pj and the resulting integrals are reduced by IBP to give a linear system
of rst order DE [23, 26]. The invariants, sij , are then parametrised in terms of dimension-
less variables, dened on a case by case basis, so that the resulting DE can be solved in terms
of GPs. Usually boundary terms corresponding to the appropriate limits of the chosen pa-
rameters have to be calculated using for instance expansion by regions techniques [47, 48].
SDE approach [42] is an attempt not only to simplify, but also to systematize, as
much as possible, the derivation of the appropriate system of DE satised by the MI.
To this end the external incoming momenta are parametrized linearly in terms of x as
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Figure 1. The three planar pentaboxes of the families P1 (left), P2 (middle) and P3 (right) with
one external massive leg.
Figure 2. The ve non-planar families with one external massive leg.
pi(x) = pi+(1 x)qi, where the qi's are a linear combination of the momenta fpig such thatP
i qi = 0. If p
2
i = 0, the parameter x captures the o-shell-ness of the external leg. The
class of Feynman integrals in (2.1) are now dependent on x through the external momenta:
Ga1an(fsijg; ;x) =
Z  lY
r=1
ddkr
id=2
!
1
Da11   Dann
; Di = (cijkj + dijpj(x))
2 : (2.2)
By introducing the dimensionless parameter x, the array of MI, G(fsijg; ;x), which
now depends on x, satises
@
@x
G(fsijg; ;x) = H(fsijg; ;x)G(fsijg; ;x) (2.3)
a system of dierential equations in one independent variable, where H is a matrix whose
elements are rational functions of the kinematics fsij  pi  pjg, of x and of .
Experience up to now shows that this simple parametrization can be used universally
to deal with up to six kinematical scales involved, as is the case we will present in this paper.
The expected benet is that the integration of the DE naturally captures the expressibility
of MI in terms of GPs and more importantly makes the problem independent of the number
of kinematical scales (independent invariants) involved. Note that as x ! 1, the original
conguration of the loop integrals (2.1) is reproduced, which corresponds to a simpler one
with one scale less.
More specically we are interested in calculating the MI of two-loop QCD ve-point
amplitudes. As it is an inherent characteristic of the SDE method to interpolate among dif-
ferent kinematical congurations of the external momenta the starting point is to compute
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xp1
xp2
−p1234
p123 − xp12
p4
xp1
xp2
−p1234
p123 − xp12 p4
xp1
xp2
−p1234
p123 − xp12 p4
xp1
xp2
−p1234
p123 − xp12
p4 xp1
xp2
−p1234
p123 − xp12
p4 xp1
xp2
−p1234
p123 − xp12
p4
Figure 3. The ve-point Feynman diagrams, besides the pentabox itself in gure 1, that are
contained in the family P1. All external momenta are incoming.
ve-point amplitudes with one o-shell leg. These amplitudes contribute to the production
i.e., of one massive nal state V , plus two massless nal states j1; j2 at the LHC:
p(q1)p
0(q2)! V (q3)j1(q4)j2(q5); q21 = q22 = 0; q23 = M23 ; q24 = q25 = 0: (2.4)
The colliding partons have massless momenta q1; q2, while the outgoing massive and the
two massless particles have momenta q3 and q4; q5 respectively. Of course, by appropriately
taking the limit x = 1 the pentabox MI with all external massless momenta on-shell will
be obtained, that are relevant for instance to the three-jet production
p(q1)p
0(q2)! j1(q3)j2(q4)j3(q5); q2i = 0: (2.5)
For the o-shell case M23 6= 0, there are in total three families of planar MI whose
members with the maximum amount of denominators, namely eight, are graphically shown
in gure 1. Similarly, there are ve non-planar families of MI as given in gure 2. We have
checked that the other ve-point integrals with one massive external leg are reducible to MI
in one of these eight MI families. The two-loop planar (gure 1) and non-planar (gure 2)
diagrams contributing to (2.4) have not been calculated yet. In fact by taking the limit
x = 1 all planar graphs for massless on-shell external momenta are derived as well.1 In this
paper we calculate all MI in the family P1 as well as all the the on-shell MI as M
2
3 ! 0.
We use the c++ implementation of the program FIRE [50] to perform the IBP reduction
to the set of MI in P1.
The family P1 contains in total 74 MI. Up to ve denominators integrals with doubled
propagators have been used as MI whereas starting from six denominators integrals with
irreducible numerators are chosen. Many of the 74 MI already appear in the families of
the double box integrals discussed in [30, 31, 35, 37{41]. However, there are seventeen new
1During the writing of the present paper, some results related to massless planar pentaboxes appeared
in [49].
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xp1
xp2
−p1234
p123 − xp12
p4
Figure 4. The parametrization of external momenta in terms of x for the planar pentabox of the
family P1. All external momenta are incoming.
ve-point Feynman diagrams that are not contained in the double box integral families.
Three of them are pentaboxes, including the scalar and two MI with irreducible numerators.
There are six seven-denominator, and eight six-denominator ones, the scalar members of
which are shown in gure 3.
For the family of integrals P1 the external momenta are parametrized in x as shown
in gure 4. The parametrization is chosen such that the double box MI with two massive
external legs that is contained in the family P1 has exactly the same parametrization as
that one chosen in [40], i.e. two massless external momenta xp1 and xp2 and two massive
external momenta p123 xp12 and  p123. The MI in the family P1 are therefore a function
of a parameter x and the following ve invariants:
s12 := p
2
12; s23 := p
2
23; s34 := p
2
34; s45 := p
2
45 = p
2
123; s51 := p
2
15 = p
2
234; p
2
i = 0;
(2.6)
where the notation pij = pi +   + pj is used and p5 :=  p1234. As the parameter x! 1,
the external momentum q3 becomes massless, such that our parametrization (2.6) also
captures the on-shell case M23 ! 0.
The MI depend in total on 6 variables, namely the Lorentz products qi:qj with i <
j < 5 and the (squared) particle mass M23 = q
2
3. The x-parameterization of the external
momenta as in gure 4 results in these variables being related to the parameter x and
the ve independent scalar products of our choice that are dened in (2.6). The momenta
q1; q2; q4 and q5 of the massless external particles can correspond to either of the four
massless external legs in gure 4, while the massive particle V has an external momentum
q3 = p123   xp12 with a mass:
M23 = (1  x)(s45   s12x): (2.7)
After xing the x-parameterization as in gure 4, the class of loop integrals describing
the planar familyP1 is now explicitly expressed in x as:
GP1a1a11(x; s; ) := e
2E
Z
ddk1
id=2
ddk2
id=2
1
k2a11 (k1 + xp1)
2a2(k1 + xp12)2a3(k1 + p123)2a4
(2.8)
 1
(k1+p1234)2a5k
2a6
2 (k2 xp1)2a7(k2 xp12)2a8(k2 p123)2a9(k2 p1234)2a10(k1+k2)2a11
;
where E is the usual Euler-Mascheroni constant.
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Using the notation given in eq. (2.8), the indices a1    a11 for the list of MI in the
planar family P1 is as follows:
2
P1 : f10000000101; 01000000101; 00100000101; 10000001001; 01000000011; 00100000011; 10100001100;
10100001010; 10100101000; 01000101001; 10100100100; 10100000102; 10100000101; 10100000011;
10000001102; 10000001101; 10000001011; 01000100101; 01000001101; 01000001011; 00100100102;
00100100101; 11100000101; 11100000011; 11000001102; 11000001101; 11000001012; 11000001011;
11000000111; 10100000112; 10000001111; 01100100102; 01100100101; 01100100011; 01100000111;
01000101102; 01000101101; 01000101011; 01000100111; 01000001111; 00100100111; 10100101100;
10100100101; 10100001101; 10100001011; 10100000111; 111m0000111; 110000m1111; 11000001111;
10100101110; 10100100111; 10100001111; 011001m0111; 01100100111; 010m0101111; 01000101111;
11100100101; 11100001101; 11100001011; 11100000111; 111m0101101; 111001m1101; 11100101101;
1110m101011; 11100101011; 111m0100111; 11100100111; 111000m1111; 111m0001111; 11100001111;
111001m0111; 11100101111; 111001m1111; 111m0101111g; (2.9)
In the next section we discuss the DE method that we use to calculate the above 74 MI in P1.
3 Dierential equations and their solution
The resulting dierential equation in matrix form can be written as
@xG = M (fsijg ; "; x) G (3.1)
where G stands for the array of the 74 MI given in eq. (2.9). The diagonal part of the matrix
at " = 0, namely (MD)IJ = IJMII (" = 0) ; I; J = 1 : : : 74, denes as usual the integrating
factors, and the equation takes the form @xG = MG with G! S 1G, S = exp
 R
dxMD

and M! S 1 (M MD) S.
We found that, after absorbing the integrating factors, the resulting matrix M can be
written as
MIJ = NIJ (")
0@ 20X
i=1
2X
j=1
1X
k=0
CIJ ;ijk"
k
(x  li)j
+
1X
j=0
1X
k=0
~CIJ ;jk"
kxj
1A : (3.2)
where the coecients CIJ ;ijk and ~CIJ ;jk are rational functions of the kinematics fsijg and
NIJ (") are rational function of " . The twenty letters li, are given explicitly by
0; 1;
s45
s45   s23 ;
s45
s12
; 1  s34
s12
; 1 +
s23
s12
;
1  s34   s51
s12
;
s45   s23
s12
;  s51
s12
;
s45
 s23 + s45 + s51 ;
s45
s34 + s45
;
s12s23   2s12s45   s12s51   s23s34 + s34s45   s45s51 
p
1
2s12(s23   s45   s51) ;
s12s23   s12s45   s12s51   s23s34 + s34s45   s45s51 
p
2
2s12(s23   s45   s51) ;
s12s23   s12s51   s23s34 + s34s45   s45s51 
p
1
2s12(s23 + s34   s51) ;
s12s45 
p
3
s12s34 + s12s45
;
s45
s12 + s23
; (3.3)
2The letter m is used here to indicate the index  1.
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where
1 = (s12(s51   s23) + s23s34 + s45(s51   s34))2 + 4s12s45s51(s23 + s34   s51)
2 = (s12( s23 + s45 + s51) + s23s34 + s45(s51   s34))2   4s12s45s51( s23 + s45 + s51)
3 =  (s12s34s45(s12   s34   s45))
with 1 being the usual Gram determinant. The normalization factors NIJ (") can be
cast in the factorized form NIJ (") = nJ (") =nI (") and can be absorbed by redening
GI ! nI (")GI .
Although the DE can be solved starting from (3.2)3 and the result can be expressed
as a sum of GPs with argument x and weights given by the letters in eq. (3.3), it is more
elegant and easier to solve, if the system of dierential equations is brought into a Fuchsian
form [51], where only single poles in the variable x appear. In fact the series of successive
transformations
G! (I Ki) G; M! (M  @xKi  KiM) (I Ki) 1 i = 1; 2; 3 (3.4)
with
(K1)IJ =
(R
dx(M (" = 0))IJ I; J 6= 69; 74
0 I; J = 69; 74
(K2)IJ =
(R
dx(M (" = 0))IJ I; J 6= 74
0 I; J = 74
and
(K3)IJ =
Z
dx(M (" = 0))IJ
with the enumeration of the MI as given by eq. (2.9), brings the system into the form
@xG =
 
"
19X
a=1
Ma
(x  la)
!
G (3.5)
where the residue matrices Ma are independent of x and ".
The rationale of the above transformations is of course to bring the system in its Fuch-
sian form. Starting from the matrix in (3.2) and after the absorption of the "-dependent
terms NIJ ("), the matrix at order "
0, with the exception of the rows 69 and 74, only
contains terms proportional to (x   li) 2 and x0, where li are letters from (3.3). The
transformation based on K1 matrix, whose elements are proportional to (x  li) 1 and x1,
obviously aims at removing these terms. As a matter of fact the new matrix, after the rst
transformation is applied, has, at order "0, non-zero elements only in the rows 69 and 74,
again proportional to (x   li) 2 and x0, with the exception of the row 74. Finally, after
the second transformation, the whole matrix at "0-order has only non-zero elements in the
row 74 proportional to (x  li) 2 and x0, so by the application of K3 transformation, the
system is brought into the form (3.5). It should be noticed that the series of the above
3Notice that terms corresponding to k = 0 in (3.2) appear only in non-diagonal triangular form.
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transformations do not correspond to the one described by the Moser algorithm [52{55].
Moreover, the nal form does not only correspond to a Fuchsian form, but also factors out
completely the " dependence.
Equation (3.5) can be straightforwardly solved and the result is given as
G = " 2b( 2)0 + "
 1
X
GaMab( 2)0 + b( 1)0

+"0
X
GabMaMbb( 2)0 +
X
GaMab( 1)0 + b(0)0

+"
X
GabcMaMbMcb( 2)0 +
X
GabMaMbb( 1)0 +
X
GaMab(0)0 +b(1)0

+"2
X
GabcdMaMbMcMdb( 2)0 +
X
GabcMaMbMcb( 1)0
+
X
GabMaMbb(0)0 +
X
GaMab(1)0 +b(2)0

(3.6)
with the arrays b
(k)
0 , k =  2; : : : ; 2 representing the x-independent boundary terms in the
limit x! 0 at order "k,
G 
x!0
2X
k= 2
"k
k+2X
n=0
b(k)n log
n (x) + subleading terms:
The expression (3.6) is in terms of Goncharov polylogarithms, Ga;b;::: = G (la; lb; : : : ;x)
with a; b; c; d = 1; : : : ; 19. In the literature,4 the so-called canonical d-log form of a system
of DE, is dened as dG (~x; ") =

"
P
k
Akd logk (~x)

G (~x; "), with k (~x), the so-called
alphabet, being rational functions of the independent variables f~xg. Although this form
looks very similar to our equation (3.5), with the identication k (x) := x  lk, a comment
is in order: usually in the canonical d-log form, DE are constructed with respect to all kine-
matical variables, and therefore the corresponding matrices Ak should not depend on the
kinematics. Contrary in our case, since the DE are derived with respect to only one vari-
able, namely x, the matrices Ma still depend on the (rest of the) kinematics fsijg, dened
in (2.6). As a consequence, in the multi-variable DE, the results are expressed in terms
of GPs with coecients that are rational numbers | commonly referred as universally
transcendental (UT) | whereas in our case coecients of GPs may still depend on fsijg.
In fact most of the elements of G in our solution do appear in a form that corresponds
to the commonly dened UT form, with coecients of GPs that are rational numbers in-
dependent of fsijg, though others exhibit coecients of GPs depending on fsijg. In fact,
working with DE in one independent variable, one can easily accommodate the dependence
on the kinematics, as shown explicitly in eq. (3.6), although it is an open question if the DE
can be cast into a form so that all residue matrices Ma are independent of the kinematics.
In this context it is also interesting to mention that all the residue matrices Ma, with a
non-trivial dependence on the kinematics, do have eigenvalues that are negative integer
numbers independent of the kinematics, related to the behaviour (x  la) na"(na positive
integers) of the integrals at the corresponding limits x! la.
4See for instance references [28, 51].
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The limit x = 1 represents the solution for all planar pentabox on-shell Feynman
integrals. The limit can easily be obtained by properly resumming the logk (1  x) terms.
Interestingly enough we found a very simple formula for this limit given by
Gx=1 =

I +
3
2
M2 +
1
2
M22

Gtrunc (3.7)
with M2 the residue matrix at x = 1 and Gtrunc derived from eq. (3.6), by properly
removing all divergencies proportional to logk (1  x) and setting x = 1. Details can be
found in appendix A.
For the majority of the MI in the original basis (2.9), their boundary behaviour is
captured by the DE itself, as it was also the case for the doublebox families [40]. This is
achieved in a bottom-up approach. For several MI, such as the one-scale MI, including the
genuine two-loop MI with three denominators, as well as for those MI that are expressed
as product of one-loop integrals, their dependence on x is known in a closed form in terms
proportional to xi+j. The rest of the MI, with a number m of denominators (m > 3),
satisfy inhomogeneous DE, where the inhomogeneous part is completely xed by MI with
a number m0 of denominators, with m0 < m. Then, at each step of the iteration, we
rst calculate the part of the corresponding MI with m denominators, which we call the
resummed part,5 G
(m)
res , by introducing the following parametrization
G(m)res =
X
j
cjx
i0+j + djx
i0+1+j (3.8)
where i0 and j are dictated by the DE itself in the limit x ! 0. By putting the above
expression (3.8) for the integrals in the DE and equating the coecients of the terms xi+j
with the same exponents on both sides of the DE in the limit x! 0, linear equations are
obtained for the coecients ci and di. We note here that for the large majority of integrals
we did not need to solve for the coecients di that correspond to x-suppressed terms.
Their calculation were only required for those integrals whose DE had singularities of the
form x 2+j at the boundary x = 0 (such singularities were also encountered for the DE
of the one-loop pentagon discussed in [42]). Once the resummed terms in equation (3.8)
were calculated, the resulting DE for G
(m)
fin := G
(m)   G(m)res have no singularities at x = 0
and therefore can be safely expanded in " and the result directly expressed in terms of
Goncharov polylogarithms of the form G (la; lb; : : : ;x).
For the pentabox family P1 specically, the majority of the coecients (3.8) are xed by
the above-mentioned linear equations, while some others are not. We found in practice that
for most of the integrals, the coecients which are not xed by the linear equations are zero
and we conrmed this by the method of expansion by regions [47, 48]. However, for some
integrals we found that the method of expansion by regions predicts that some coecients
that are not determined by the linear equations, are in fact non-zero and require an explicit
calculation. As described in the appendix B, for those integrals we used other methods to
calculate the unknown and nonvanishing coecients. Once all boundary conditions were
5The expression of the MI in the limit x! 0 before the limit "! 0 is considered.
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found for the integrals in the original basis (2.9), the boundary conditions for the canonical
basis followed directly from the relation between the two bases that is described above.
It should be noticed that in the language of expansion by regions [47, 48], MI in
the limit x ! 0, can be written, in general, as an expansion in terms proportional to
xi+j logk(x), with k  0, which goes beyond our parametrization in (3.8). Nevertheless,
we have explicitly checked, either by using the method of expansion by regions [56] or by
comparing with previously known results, that in our case, for the pentabox family P1, no
terms with k  1 were present, at the leading order in the limit x! 0.
The complete expressions for all MI are available in the ancillary les [43]. The so-
lution for all 74 MI contains O(3; 000) GPs which is approximately six times more than
the corresponding double-box with two o-shell legs planar MI. We have performed several
numerical checks of all our calculations. The numerical results, also included in the ancil-
lary les [43], have been obtained with the GiNaC library [57] and compared with those
provided by the numerical code SecDec [58{62] in the Euclidean region for all MI and in
the physical region whenever possible (due to CPU time limitations in using SecDec) and
perfect agreement was found. For the physical region we are using the analytic continua-
tion as described in [40]. At the present stage we are not setting a fully-edged numerical
implementation, which will be done when all families will be computed. Our experience
with double-box computations show that using for instance HyperInt [63] to bring all GPs
in their range of convergence, before evaluating them numerically by GiNaC, increases
eciency by two orders of magnitude. Moreover expressing GPs in terms of classical poly-
logarithms and Li2;2, could also reduce substantially the CPU time [41]. Based on the
above we estimate that a target of O
 
102   103 milliseconds can be achieved.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we calculated, for the rst time, one of the topologies of planar Master
Integrals related to massless ve-point amplitudes with one o-shell leg as well as the full
set of massless planar Master Integrals for on-shell kinematics. We have demonstrated that
based on the Simplied Dierential Equations approach [42] these MI can be expressed in
terms of Goncharov polylogarithms. The complexity of the resulting expressions is certainly
promising that the project of computing all MI relevant to massless QCD, namely all eight-
denominator MI with arbitrary conguration of the external momenta, is feasible. Having
such a complete library of two-loop MI, the analog of A0; B0; C0; D0 scalar integrals at one
loop, the reduction of an arbitrary two-loop amplitude a la OPP can pave the road for a
NNLO automation in the near future.
As experience shows, there are several issues that will need to attract our attention
in order to accomplish our goal. First of all in order to systematize the whole procedure
of reducing an arbitrary Feynman Integral in terms of MI in an ecient way, a deepening
of our current understanding of IBP identities [64, 65] is necessary [66]. Secondly, further
standardising the procedure to obtain a canonical form of DE [28], which drastically sim-
plies the expression of MI in terms of GPs, is certainly a very desirable feature. Thirdly,
the inclusion of MI with massive internal propagators, at a rst stage with one mass scale
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corresponding to the heavy top quark, will provide the complete basis for NNLO QCD
automated computations. Moreover, the calculation of boundary terms for the DE can
benet from further developments and exploitations of expansion-by-regions techniques, in
conjunction with Mellin-Barnes representation of the resulting integrals. Finally, on the
numerical side, a more ecient computation of polylogarithms is also necessary.
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A The x = 1 limit
The result given in (3.6) can be re-written as an expansion in log(1 x), in the following form
G =
X
n 2
"n
n+2X
i=0
1
i!
c
(n)
i log
i (1  x) (A.1)
where all coecients c
(n)
i are nite in the limit x = 1. This can be straightforwardly
achieved, starting from (3.6) by transporting all letters l = 1 of GPs to the right according
to their known shue properties [57]. It is easy to see that
c
(n)
i = M2c
(n 1)
i 1 i  1
where the matrix M2 corresponds to the letter l = 1 and by denition the regular part of
G at x = 1 is given by
Greg =
X
n 2
"nc
(n)
0 :
Since the characteristic polynomial of M2 is given by x
61(1 + x)9(2 + x)4 it is natural
to make the following ansatz for the resummation of log(1   x) terms
G = Greg +

(1  x) 2"   1

( 2") X +
 
(1  x) "   1
( ") Y (A.2)
with
X =
X
n 1
"nX(n) Y =
X
n 1
"nY(n):
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By equating the powers of log(1 x) in the left-hand sides of (A.1) and (A.2) we obtain
towers of equations for the coecients X(n) and Y(n). Consistency of these equations
require the following identities to hold
( 1)nM2n = M22
 
2n 1   1+ M2  2n 1   2 ; n  1:
The above relation can be easily proved by mathematical induction. The rst non-
trivial relation corresponds to n = 3, namely  M23 = 3M22 + 2M2 which is a direct
consequence of the minimal polynomial x(x+ 1)(x+ 2) of the matrix M2. Equation (3.7)
can now be easily derived from (A.2) by taking the limit x = 1 with Gtrunc  Greg(x = 1).
B Methods of calculating the boundary conditions
As was mentioned in section 3, for some integrals their DE do not completely x their
behaviour as x! x0 = 0. The indices of these integrals are:
f(10100000101); (10100000102); (11000001012); (11000001011); (01000101011); (10100100111);
(10100001111); (111m0100111); (111000m1111); (11100001111); (111001m0111); (10100000011)
(10000001011); (01000001011); (11100000011); (01100100011); (10100100111); (11100001011);
(11100101011); (111m0101011)g: (B.1)
In other words, for the above integrals there is some behaviour at x! 0 which corresponds
to coecients ci and di in equation (3.8) that are not all determined by the DE itself. For
the above integrals we used various methods to compute the undetermined coecients,
which we explain further below.
Expansion by regions. For the following integrals the method of expansion by regions
was used to x the non-zero coecients in the boundary behaviour (3.8) which are not
determined by the DE:
f(10100000101); (10100000102); (11000001012); (11000001011); (01000101011); (10100100111);
(10100001111); (111m0100111); (111000m1111); (11100001111); (111001m0111)g: (B.2)
With the method of expansion by regions [47, 48], the coecients in equation (3.8) are ex-
pressed as Feynman integrals. For most of the integrals in (B.2), these integrals correspond-
ing to the undetermined (by the DE) coecients are reducible to known single scale inte-
grals. However for a few, the integrals for the coecients are non-trivial and require further
calculation. For example let's consider the following MI and its DE expanded around x = 0:
G = G0100101011 = e
2E
Z
ddk1
id=2
ddk2
id=2
1
(k1 + xp1)2k22(k2   xp12)2(k2   p1234)2(k1 + k2)2
;
@x(x
1+4G) = B(s; )x 1+2 +    ; (B.3)
where B(s; ) is independent of the integral parameter x and the dots do not contain any
further poles at x = 0. From expansion by regions it follows that at x = 0 the integral
behaves as G  c1x 1 4 + c2x 1 2 which corresponds to a soft and collinear region. The
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coecient c2 is completely determined by the DE (B.3) as explained in section 3, while c1
is not. The coecient c1 is given by the method of regions as a Feynman integral:
c1 = e
2E
Z
ddk1
id=2
ddk2
id=2
1
(k1 + p1)2k22(k2   p12)2( 2k2:p1234)(k1 + k2)2
: (B.4)
We can calculate the above integral by the method of DE. As we did for the x-
parametrization of the P1 family, we introduce a parameter y in the denominators:
I(y) := e2E
Z
ddk1
id=2
ddk2
id=2
1
(k1 + yp1)2k22(k2   p12)2( 2k2:p1234)(k1 + k2)2
: (B.5)
By solving the DE @yI(y) and afterwards setting y ! 1 we could calculate c1 = I(1). We
note that the boundary condition for the integral I(y) is completely determined by its
DE. If this was not the case, we would use the method of regions again to express the
missing coecient in terms of a Feynman integral and repeat the above step, though this
was never necessary.
Shifted boundary point. For some other integrals we considered their limiting be-
haviour around another boundary point x0 instead of at x0 = 0:
x0=1 : f(10100000011); (10000001011); (11100000011); (01100100011); (10100100111)g
x0=(s12 s34+s51)=s12 : f(01000001011)g
(B.6)
In practice, choosing the boundary at x0 = 1 corresponds to performing an inverse
transformation x ! 1=x at the level of the DE and afterwards considering x0 = 0. This
case was already discussed in [40] and therefore here we discuss the case of the MI G :=
G01000001011. Its DE is of the form:
@x

1  s12x
s12   s34

1  s12x
s12   s34 + s51

x2G

= C(s; )

1  s12x
s12   s34
 1
1  s12x
s12   s34 + s51
 1
; (B.7)
where C(s; ) is a factor independent of the integral parameter x. By using the method
of expansion by regions, it can be checked that (1   s12xs12 s34 )(1   s12xs12 s34+s51 )x2G ! 0
as x ! (s12   s34 + s51)=s12. The right hand side of equation (B.7) has a singularity at
x = (s12   s34 + s51)=s12, which exactly captures the behaviour of the integral G around
x = (s12   s34 + s51)=s12. Therefore by the transformation x ! s12 s34+s51s12 (1   x0) and
then afterwards integrating from x0 = 0 one can compute G as a function of x0. Upon
tranforming back to x, the limiting behaviour of G at x = 0 and therefore its corresponding
boundary condition is found.
Extraction from known integrals. The last three integrals in (B.1) correspond to
taking the x ! 1 limit of other known integrals (that lie in the same family P1) and
afterwards redening the invariants as follows:
G11100001011(x; s12; s34; s51) = G11100100101(x
0 = 1; s012; s
0
23; s
0
45);
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G11100101011(x; s12; s34; s51) = G11100101101(x
0 = 1; s012; s
0
23; s
0
45);
G111m0101011(x; s12; s34; s51) = G111m0101101(x
0 = 1; s012; s
0
23; s
0
45);
s012 = x
2s12; s
0
23 = xs51; s
0
45 =  xs12 + xs34 + x2s12: (B.8)
The three integrals on the right hand side of equation (B.8) are MI that were previously
calculated in [40]. From the exact result in x for the three integrals on the left hand side
in (B.8) we could then compute their corresponding non-zero coecients in (3.8) that are
not determined6 by the DE.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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